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NEUROLOGICAL BALANCE ASSESSMENT TO SCREEN FALL
RISK: A METHODOLOGICAL STUDY
Yiwen Xia, M.S.
University of Nebraska Medical Center, 2019
Advisor: Ka-Chun (Joseph) Siu, Ph.D.
According to the World Health Organization, falls are the second leading cause of
accidental or unintentional injury deaths worldwide. The medical cost on fall related
injuries becomes a huge financial burden. In order to prevent falls and fall related injuries,
fall risk assessment becomes a routine practice for healthcare providers. In most clinics,
practitioners conduct a quick neurological balance assessment in the room or along the
hallway to determine abnormal gait pattern, indicating increased risk of falls. However, the
validity of such subjective assessment is questionable. The purpose of this study was to
identify a single feasible neurological balance task or a combination of balance tasks
which would have the equivalent utilization to screen fall risk as the Berg Balance Scale.
I found that single task including stance base, stance with feet apart eyes closed, stance
with feet close eyes open, stance with feet close eyes closed, gait in Brief Ataxia Rating
Scale, pull test and unipodal jump can screen fall risk. Combined tasks increased the
specificity of fall risk screening. The combination of unipodal jump OR Pull test and the
combination of unipodal jump OR arising from chair have balanced sensitivity and
specificity to screen fall risk. In conclusion, this study suggests pull test and unipodal jump
as the best two clinical bedside tasks to screen fall risk.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1. Background of falls
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), falls are the second leading
cause of accidental or unintentional injury deaths worldwide. Adults older than 65 years
ago suffer the greatest number of fatal falls. In WHO’s risk factor model for falls in older
age, fall and fall-related injuries are associated with biological risk factors, behavioral risk
factors, environmental risk factors and socioeconomic risk factors.1 Some of risk factors
are changeable, such as environmental and behavioral risk factors, including slippery floor,
loose rug, lack of physical activity, obesity and substance abuse, while some cannot be
changed, such as age and chronic disease. According to the United States Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, one in four of Americans aged over 65 years old falls
each year and every 19 minutes, an older adult dies from a fall. Every year, more than 2.8
million injuries treated in emergency departments are caused by falls in the United States.2
Moreover, falls may lead to traumatic brain injuries, causing irreversible impairments, such
as cognition deficit, aphasia, weakness, which suddenly and drastically impact their family
and community. The medical cost on fall related injuries are dramatic all over the world,
becoming a huge financial burden as well as a massive public health problem.
In order to prevent falls and fall related injuries, fall risk assessment has become
a routine for most of the healthcare providers, including doctors, nurses, physical
therapists, pharmacists and others. Practitioners use various fall risk assessment tools
based on their professional background and expertise. The simplest assessment can be
an interview question, “Have you had any falls in the past six months?”, while the experts,
such as practitioners in fall clinic may go through several balance tasks with patients to
evaluate their balance performance.
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2. Background of objective clinical tests/scales to predict fall risk
Objective clinical tests and scales
In the medical field, clinical practitioners use validated, reliable objective
tests/scales as often as possible to fulfill standardized practice and evidence-based
practice. An objective test usually contains one task, while an objective scale consists of
two or more tasks. Designers of objective clinical tests/scales usually publish the
instruction and standardized form on professional journals or sell the assessment kit to
the practitioners per request. The instruction may include applicable population,
equipment/device/space requirement, estimated cost of time, and etc. The standardized
form clearly states the setting of the test, amount of trials, verbal instructions, detailed
grading criteria and interpretation of result based on designer’s validation study. Once a
novel assessment tool publishes, researchers and clinicians throughout the world
translate it into local language and conduct it in various studies with different samples or
patient populations. Some researchers may be adventurous enough to apply the novel
assessment tool into unexplored population, so as to extend the applicable population of
the assessment tool.

Validity and statistical characteristics
The validity of a test is defined as its capability to differentiate patient with and
without a certain disease. There are face validity, content validity, criterion-related validity
and construct validity. Criterion-related validity is also known as concurrent validity.
Researchers compare the new tool to the gold standard scale to determine the validity.
Validity consists of two components, sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity of the test
is defined as the ability to identify correctly those who have the disease. The specificity is
defined as the ability of the test to identify correctly those who do not have the disease.3
Positive predictive value (PPV) is defined as the proportion of patients who test positive
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actually have the disease. Negative predictive value (NPV) is defined as the proportion of
patients who test negative actually have no disease. Unlike sensitivity and specificity,
predictive values are related to disease prevalence. Higher prevalence of a certain
disease leads to higher PPV. Likelihood ratios are one of the best measures to reflect
accuracy of a diagnostic tool, although they are seldom used because of difficulty in
interpreting results.4 The likelihood ratio of any clinical finding is the probability of the
finding in patients with disease divided by the probability of the same finding in patients
without disease. Positive likelihood ratio (PLR) is the likelihood ratio of a positive finding.
Table 1: Descriptions of sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, PLR and NLR
Test results

disease

No disease

positive

True positive(TP) = have
disease and have a positive
result

False positive(FP) = no disease but
have a positive result

negative

False negative(FN) = have
disease but have a negative
result

True negative(TN) = no disease and
have a negative result

Sensitivity=TP/(TP+FN), Specificity=TN/(TN+FP), PPV=TP/(TP+FP),
NPV=TN/(TN+FN), PLR=sensitivity/(1-specificity), NLR=(1-sensitivity)/specificity.

Negative likelihood ratio (NLR) is the likelihood ratio of a negative finding of a diagnostic
tool. Likelihood ratios range from 0 to infinity. Values between 0 to 1 indicate the decline
of probability of disease, while values greater than 1 support appearance of disease. Value
of 1 means no diagnostic value. For values between 0 to 1, the lower indicates the less
likely a disease appears. For values greater than 1, the higher implies the higher
probability of disease. For example, if a patient has a negative result in a test whose NLR
equals to 0.1, the probability of illness decreases by 45%. If a patient has a positive result
in a test whose PLR equals to 10, patient’s probability of illness increases by 45%. Table
1 defines the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, PLR and NLR.
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Validated functional tests/scales
To screen patients’ balance deficits and fall risks, clinical practitioners currently
use various functional tests and scales based on their expertise and resource, such as
Berg Balance Scale (BBS), functional reach test (FRT), Dynamic Gait Index (DGI),
Functional Gait Assessment (FGA), Timed up and go (TUG) test, etc. Those standardized
scale or test has been validated by designers and following researchers in different
population. They are valid and reliable to assess fall risk.
Berg et al. firstly developed and validated BBS in 1992.5,6 The BBS is moderately
correlated with caregiver ratings, self-ratings and laboratory measures of sway; strongly
correlated with functional and motor performance in stroke patients.5 Also, it can predict
the occurrence of multiple falls among elderly residents. There are 14 tasks to assess
static and functional balance abilities, which are essential to complete activities of daily
living (ADLs). The tasks are unsupported sitting, unsupported standing, standing with eyes
closed, standing with feet together, standing on one foot, standing and turning to look
behind, retrieving object from floor, tandem standing, reaching forward, sitting to standing,
standing to sit, transfer, turning 360 degrees and stool stepping. For each task, the rater
will score from 0 to 4 based on observation and measurement. The maximum of score is
56. Equipment involved is easily accessed in a clinical setting, including a stopwatch, a
ruler, a standard height chair, a standard stair step. The developer suggested a cutoff
score of 45 to distinguish fallers and non-fallers. Lajoie Y and Gallagher SP conducted the
BBS in over 100 elderly and found 82.5% sensitivity to identify people who did fall and
93% specificity to identify people who did not fall by the used cutoff point of 45.7 For
reevaluation, a minimal detectable change in score of the BBS is ± 6 point from Stevenson
et al.8 See appendix A.
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The unified Parkinson's disease rating scale (UPDRS) was originally developed in
the 1980s and the Movement Disorder Society (MDS) published a revision of the scale in
2008 to reflect current scientific developments and decrease ambiguity of some
questions.9 There are four parts in the MDS-UPDRS and it takes up to 30-minute rater
involvement time, in addition to patient/caregiver questionnaire input time. The four parts
of scale consist of non-motor experience of daily living, motor experience of daily living,
motor examination and motor complications. The multi-center clinimetric testing program
revealed that this scale has strong concurrent validity as the original one and it is
statistically consistent and clinically meaningful.9 It is a lengthy but thorough assessment
tool for patients who are highly suspected of balance deficits, especially patients with
Parkinsonism symptoms.
Duncan PW et al. proposed FRT as a new clinical measure of balance in 1990.10
They found it as a portable, inexpensive, reliable, precise and a reasonable clinical
approximator of the margin of stability. The only equipment needed is a yardstick. The test
instruction is to “reach as far as you can without
taking a step” with fist and arm in 90° of shoulder
flexion. (See Figure 1) Age and height are major
affecting factor of reaching distance. To validate,
Duncan et al. compared FRT versus Center of
Figure 1: Functional Reach Test

Pressure Excursion (COPE) on reliability and

precision. They found FRT correlated with COPE (Pearson r=.71) and is precise
(coefficient of variation=2.5%) and stable (intraclass correlation coefficient across days
=.81). They also validated this test in the elderly population and found that scores of 6
inches or lower showed a significant increase in fall risk for older adults.11 In clinics, we
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currently use 10 inches as the cutoff to determine fall risk. The FRT is also a part of the
BBS.
DGI is a performance-based tool to quantify dynamic balance ability, developed by
Shumway-Cook and Woollacott.12 This test has more vestibular components in tasks,
such as gait with horizontal or vertical head turns. There are eight tasks in this test with a
4-point ordinal scoring scale for each task. The tasks are gait on level surface, change in
gait speed, gait with horizontal head turns, gait with vertical head turns, gait and pivot turn,
step over obstacle, step around obstacle, steps. A higher score indicates a better level of
function. The test has excellent interrater reliability and test-retest reliability reported by
the developer. But Wrisley et al. raised concerns of lack in decision-making rules for
scoring13 Chiu et al. used this test in 84 community-dwelling, male veterans with balance
problems and study results supported the application for community-dwelling older
population.14 in clinical practice, scores of 19 or less have been related to falls in
community living elderly adults and individuals with vestibular disorder.
The FGA is developed by Wrisley et al. and to revise DGI. It consists seven tasks
from the DGI (deleted step around obstacle) and adds three new tasks including gait with
narrow base of support, ambulate backwards and gait with eyes closed. Compared to DGI,
it is a broad composite assessment of gait and dynamic stability. There are 10 tasks in
total with a maximum score of 30. Developers suggested a score of 22 on the FGA as a
cutoff to effectively predict falls in community-dwelling older adults.15
Timed Up & Go (TUG) test is a quick screening measure of dynamic balance and
mobility. The test involves sit to stand, ambulation and turn. The patient is instructed to
stand up from a standard chair, walk at a comfortable speed for 3 meters and go back to
sit. Shumway-Cook et al. suggested a cutoff score of 13.5 seconds for community dwelling
adults.16 Whitney et al. reported cutoff score of 15 seconds for older adults already
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attending a fall clinic.17 This test has an inevitable ceiling effect to patients with high daily
function.

3. Challenge of clinical practitioners and neurological balance assessment
For physical therapists, they are trained to conduct a variety of balance
tests/scales in their clinical practices so that they can select the most proper assessment
tool to their patients. However, many physicians or primary care providers have not
received enough training on many balance tests/scales, in addition, those clinical tests are
too long to complete in a 15-minutes office visit. Moreover, they may not have access to
those validated tests/scales. The clinical environment may not allow them to conduct a
standardized test. Instead, most of the clinical practitioners will conduct a quick,
neurological balance assessment in their clinics or hallway. For instance, they will observe
patient’s sit to stand, transfer, gait pattern, stance base, stance with feet apart eyes closed,
stance with feet close eyes open, stance with feet close eyes open, stance with feet close
eyes closed, line of ambulation, pause after turning, tip toe walking, heel walking, tandem
walking, pull test and unipodal jump.
Pull test is commonly used in the neurological clinics to assess postural stability.
It is also a task in the part 3 of MDS-UPDRS. The examiner stands behind patient and
conducts a quick, forceful pull on shoulders, observing the number of steps patient takes
to catch balance or loss of balance.9 Before the test, examiners are required to verbally
describe the test and warn patient before the pull. The subjective nature of this test is
inevitable because there is not a qualitative definition of “quick, forceful” pull. Munhoz et
al. conducted a study to evaluate the pull test technique.18 They assessed 66 patients by
25 examiners and only 9% of examinations were error-free. The major error happened in
strength and briskness of the pull. From previous studies, pull test correlates poorly with
important clinical end points, such as falls.19-21
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In addition, the choice of assessment items is based on practitioners’ personal
preference, clinical experience and patient’s tolerance. They may or may not perform all
the tasks mentioned above depending on the patient’s age and previous level of function.
The principal characters of screening tasks are quick, no equipment/space requirement,
simple instruction, safe and easy-to-interpret. But the validity of such subjective, flexible
assessment is questionable. Every practitioner has his/her personal understanding of
abnormal gait. Sometimes, the balance decline can be very minimal and hard to detect.
When a practitioner has several positive results and several negative results in hand, s/he
will be confused and wondering which clinical balance test is the most reliable. Therefore,
my study focuses on the validity of neurological balance assessment. The purpose of this
study is to identify a feasible, valid neurological clinical task or a combination of clinical
tasks which have the equivalent capability to screen fall risk as BBS.

4. Background of primary orthostatic tremor
Primary orthostatic tremor (POT) is a very rare diagnosis and has been understudied due to low prevalence in the general population. The pathophysiology of POT is
unknown. The first case study of orthostatic tremor was published in 1984 by Dr. Heilman.
He described three patients with an orthostatic tremor that mainly involved in lower
extremities and trunk and symptoms disappeared as they walked, sat or lay down.22 In
2018, consensus statement on the classification of tremors from the task force on tremor
of the International Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society described POT as “a
generalized high-frequency (13-18 Hz) isolated tremor syndrome that occurs when
standing. Confirmation of the tremor frequency is needed, typically with an
electromyography(EMG)”.23 Patients with POT present with a severe feeling of
unsteadiness as well as high-frequency leg tremor only in standing still position.24-26 Many
patients report that they are about to fall, but actually, they rarely fall.25 The severe feeling
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of unsteadiness disappears on walking, sitting, lying down or even leaning on something.27
The causation between leg tremor and feeling of unsteadiness is unknown.28-31 Some
researchers found cerebellum plays an important role in long-term disease progression.32
Orthostatic tremor can also be one of the symptoms in other neurological diseases, such
as Parkinson’s Disease. In the clinical guideline, they are suggested to be classified as
secondary orthostatic tremor. The UNMC study project has found that patients with POT
present abnormal results in most functional balance tests, which is disproportionate to
their self-report fall history.33 Thus, it is unsure whether a patient with POT has substantial
fall risk since they rarely fall. In this study, 45 out of 65 subjects have either EMGdiagnosed POT or have secondary orthostatic tremor, such as patients with Parkinson’s
disease.
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS
Study subjects
This study was a secondary analysis. All the raw data came from an ongoing
orthostatic tremor study project in the University of Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC).
The study subjects included patients with orthostatic tremor and their spouses. The study
had been approved by the UNMC Institutional Review Board. Consents were obtained by
phone call before patients traveled to UNMC. Researchers discussed with the patients
about inclusion and exclusion criteria by phone call, confirming that the subject was a
qualified candidate before they booked the trip. A signed consent was obtained at the
beginning of study visit. Diagnostic, inclusion, exclusion criteria are listed in table 2.
Table 2: recruitment criteria
Two of the three must be present.
1. Sensation of unsteadiness on standing upright without support
that resolves/improves with minimal support.
2. Sensation of unsteadiness improves/resolves with walking
forward and on sitting and lying down.
3. EMG documented tremor of weight bearing limb that goes away
with walking.
Additional evidence, supportive but not required:
Diagnostic criteria

1. Lower extremity visible, palpable, auscultated or subjective tremor
on standing upright without support.
2. Upper extremity tremors on weight bearing.
3. Tremor in fast frequency range of 8 Hz and above with slow range
being 8-12 Hz and fast range being 13 Hz and above.
4. EMG documentation of synchronicity between different muscles
of same limb and contralateral limbs.
5. Resolution of tremor on EMG during swing phase of gait during
walking and on sitting and/or lying down.
1. Age: 18 years or above. No upper limit is posed.

Inclusion criteria for
subjects with OT

2. Participant carries a diagnosis of OT.
3. Patient is able to provide informed consent.

Inclusion criteria for
spouse

1. Age: 18 years or above. No upper limit is posed.
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2. Participant does not carry a diagnosis of OT.
3. Patient is able to provide informed consent. No diagnosis of
dementia.
Exclusion criteria for
all subjects

1. Previous known history of vestibular injury or other causes of
significant imbalance (beyond OT).
2. High fall risk as deemed by caregiver or physician.
3. Unable to complete the 2 hours of evaluations.

Study process and data collection
Subjects went through two examination stations. First, a neurologist completed a
thorough clinical evaluation in movement disorder clinic, including UPDRS, ataxia
evaluation (Brief Ataxia Rating Scale, BARS) and clinical balance/gait assessment. (See
table 3 for balance/gait assessment items. See Appendix C for neurological examination
worksheet.) Then, a formal, functional balance assessment was performed by a physical
therapist who is fully trained and experienced in conducting functional tests/scales. There
were several physical therapists participating in this project but each patient underwent
the full assessment by the same physical therapist in a uniform sequence. All physical
therapists were blinded, not aware of patient’s diagnosis.
Table 3: Clinical balance/gait assessment
Items
Truncal sway during sit to stand transfer
Arising from chair (from MDS-UPDRS)*
Stance base
Stance with feet apart, eyes closed
Stance with feet close, eyes open
Stance with feet close, eyes closed
Line of ambulation
Arm swing in walking
Pause after turning
Tip toe walking
Heel walking
Tandem walking
Gait (from BARS)*
Pull test (from UPDRS)*
Unipodal hop (up to 10)

Possible Results
Present/absent
0/1/2/3/4
Normal/wide
Normal/abnormal
Normal/abnormal
Normal/abnormal
Straight/wavy
Present/absent
Present/absent
Normal/abnormal
Normal/abnormal
Normal/abnormal
0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8
0/1/2/3/4
L:
R:
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Patients’ test results were manually imported from handwritten documentation into
the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) platform and exported to Microsoft Excel
worksheets for further data analysis.

Data analysis
SPSS Statistics software version 12 (IBM, Armonk, New York) was used for data
analysis. All data were imported into SPSS as Microsoft Excel worksheet, which was
downloaded from the REDCap platform. BBS was chosen as the gold standard in this
study because it not only covers static and dynamic balance but also has been well
validated and recognized by previous studies. In many previous studies, researchers used
BBS as criterion or one of the criteria to complete the concurrent validation.34-40 BBS score
of 45/56 was used as cutoff, which is commonly used in the general population.5,7 Subjects
scored ≤45 will be classified into fall risk group. All the concurrent validity of each balance
task were calculated with 2x2 table method. For those tasks which have 3 or more grading
levels, different cutoff points were selected in one task. Combined tasks analysis was
completed after single task analysis. The candidates for combined task analysis were
selected based on their validity results in single task analysis. Only the tasks with either
sensitivity or specificity ³95% would be considered for combined tasks analysis.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
Demographics of study subjects
There were 65 subjects in this study; 46 subjects resulted in normal balance
performance by BBS, while 19 were discerned with balance deficits and increased fall risk.
45 out of 65 subjects have orthostatic tremor. 23 subjects have primary orthostatic tremor.
The majority of the 65 subjects (72.3%) were female and the average age by September
2014 was 69.37 ± 9.508 years old (age range: 32-87 years old). For the normal balance
group based on BBS, 29 out of 46 (63.0%) were female and the average age was 68.09
± 9.793 years old (age range: 32-86 years old). Meanwhile, the mean age of participants
with abnormal BBS results was 72.67 ± 8.073 years old (age range: 60-87 years old); 94.7%
were female. There was no difference on age distribution between groups (2 independent
samples t-test, 2-sided, p=0.083, α=0.05).

Single task analysis
The statistical characteristics of single balance task are listed in Table 4, including
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, positive
likelihood ratio, and negative likelihood ratio. Some patients did not complete every
balance tests/scales, thus the sample was less than 65 in some tasks, including truncal
sway, arising from chair, feet apart eyes closed, feet close eyes open, feet close eyes
closed, arm swing, pause after turning, tandem walking, gait in the BARS, pull test and
unipodal jump. However, there was no documentation on the original record sheet, so the
reason why these data are missing is unknown. It could be due to subjects’ refusal of
performing those tasks.
High-sensitivity balance tasks (sensitivity ≥ 90%) are stance base, stance with feet
apart eyes closed, stance with feet close eyes open, stance with feet close eyes closed,
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Gait in BARS (0=normal), pull test (0=normal), unipodal jump (both sides 10
jumps=normal). Of note, pull test (0=normal) and unipodal jump (both sides 10
jumps=normal) have sensitivity of 100%.
High-specificity balance tasks (specificity ≥ 90%) are truncal sway, arising from
chair and pull test (0 or 1=normal).
Table 4: Statistical characteristics of clinical balance task as compared to Berg Balance Scale
Truncal sway
during sit to stand
transfer

TP = 7
FN = 11
Sens = 39%

FP = 3
TN = 40
Spec = 93%

Arising from chair
(from MDSUPDRS)

TP = 7
FN = 12
Sens = 37%

FP = 2
TN = 43
Spec = 96%

Stance base

TP = 17
FN = 2
Sens = 90%

FP = 22
TN = 24
Spec = 52%

Stance with feet
apart eyes closed

TP = 18
FN = 1
Sens = 95%

FP = 18
TN = 27
Spec = 60%

Stance with feet
close eyes open

TP = 17
FN = 2
Sens = 90%

FP = 20
TN = 24
Spec = 55%

Stance with feet
close eyes closed

TP = 18
FN = 1
Sens = 95%

FP = 29
TN = 15
Spec = 34%

Line of ambulation

TP = 8
FN = 11
Sens = 42%

FP = 5
TN = 41
Spec = 89%

Arm swing in
walking

TP = 6
FN = 13
Sens = 32%

FP = 7
TN = 38
Spec = 84%

Pause after turning

TP = 8
FN = 11
Sens = 42%

FP = 9
TN = 36
Spec = 80%

Tip toe walking

TP = 15
FN = 4
Sens = 79%

FP = 13
TN = 33
Spec = 72%

PPV = 70%
NPV = 78%
PLR = 5.57 NLR =
0.657
PPV =78%
NPV = 78%
PLR = 8.29 NLR =
0.660
PPV = 44%
NPV = 92%
PLR = 1.87 NLR =
0.200
PPV = 50%
NPV = 96%
PLR = 2.37 NLR =
0.088
PPV = 46%
NPV = 92%
PLR = 1.97 NLR =
0.193
PPV = 38%
NPV = 94%
PLR = 1.44 NLR =
0.154
PPV = 62%
NPV = 79%
PLR = 3.87 NLR =
0.650
PPV = 46%
NPV = 75%
PLR = 2.03 NLR =
0.810
PPV = 47%
NPV = 77%
PLR = 2.11 NLR =
0.724
PPV = 54%
NPV = 89%
PLR = 2.79 NLR =
0.293
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Heel walking

TP = 15
FN = 4
Sens = 79%

FP = 25
TN = 21
Spec = 46%

Tandem walking

TP = 16
FN = 2
Sens = 89%

FP = 13
TN = 32
Spec = 71%

Gait in BARS (≥1)

TP = 18
FN = 1
Sens = 95%

FP = 18
TN = 27
Spec = 60%

Gait in BARS (≥2)

TP = 14
FN = 5
Sens = 74%

FP = 6
TN = 39
Spec = 87%

Pull test (UPDRS
≥1)*

TP = 18
FN = 0
Sens = 100%
TP = 10
FN = 8
Sens = 56%

FP = 17
TN = 28
Spec = 62%
FP = 3
TN = 42
Spec = 93%

Pull test (UPDRS
≥3)

TP = 3
FN = 15
Sens = 17%

FP = 0
TN = 45
Spec = 100%

Unipodal jump
(either side ≤2)

TP = 15
FN = 3
Sens = 83%

FP = 12
TN = 34
Spec = 74%

Unipodal jump
(both sides ≤2)

TP = 15
FN = 3
Sens = 83%

FP = 5
TN = 41
Spec = 89%

Unipodal jump
(either side ≤4)

TP = 16
FN = 2
Sens = 89%

FP = 17
TN = 29
Spec = 63%

Unipodal jump
(both sides ≤4)

TP = 16
FN = 2
Sens = 89%

FP = 11
TN = 35
Spec = 76%

Unipodal jump
(either side ≤9)

TP = 18
FN = 0
Sens = 100%
TP = 16
FN = 2
Sens = 89%

FP = 21
TN = 25
Spec = 54%
FP = 15
TN = 31
Spec = 67%

Pull test (UPDRS
≥2)

Unipodal jump
(both sides ≤9)

*The content between parenthesis marks is the definition of Abnormal.

PPV = 38%
NPV = 84%
PLR = 1.45 NLR =
0.461
PPV = 55%
NPV = 94%
PLR = 3.08 NLR =
0.156
PPV = 50%
NPV = 96%
PLR = 2.37 NLR =
0.088
PPV = 70%
NPV = 89%
PLR = 5.53 NLR =
0.304
PPV = 51%
NPV = 100%
PLR = 2.65 NLR = 0
PPV = 77%
NPV = 84%
PLR = 8.33 NLR =
0.476
PPV = 100%
NPV = 75%
PLR =∞ NLR =
0.833
PPV = 56%
NPV = 92%
PLR = 3.19 NLR =
0.225
PPV = 75%
NPV = 93%
PLR = 7.67 NLR =
0.187
PPV = 49%
NPV = 94%
PLR = 2.41 NLR =
0.176
PPV = 59%
NPV = 95%
PLR = 3.72 NLR =
0.146
PPV = 46%
NPV = 100%
PLR = 2.19 NLR = 0
PPV = 52%
NPV = 94%
PLR = 2.73 NLR =
0.165
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A thorough review of each balance task was conducted to form a candidate list for
further combined tasks analysis. The gait component from BARS was excluded after
reviewing the grading criteria (See Appendix B). The key characters of gait (from BARS)
grading are tandem stance, abnormal gait pattern, turn and assistive device, which are
redundant to other neurological balance assessment tasks in this study. To be specific,
patient with any abnormal arm swing, truncal sway or wide stance base would be graded
at 1 or higher in gait from BARS. There is no point to combine two similar tasks to improve
accuracy of screening. The tasks with either sensitivity or specificity ≥ 95% were selected
as candidates for combined tasks analysis. They are stance with feet apart eyes closed,
arising from chair (from UPDRS)9, pull test and unipodal jump. From the results of single
task analysis, you will find both stance with feet apart eyes closed and stance with feet
close eyes closed have 95% of sensitivity. The stance with feet close eyes closed are a
progression task from feet apart eyes close. The specificity of stance with feet apart eyes
closed is 60%; while the specificity of stance with feet close eyes closed is as low as 34%.
Thus I included stance with feet apart eyes closed, which has balanced statistical
characteristics, into combined tasks analysis.

Combined tasks analysis
Two types of combination were used in this study, “AND” and “OR”. The
combination of X AND Y indicates only patients who have positive results of both X and Y
tests will be labeled positive; otherwise, they will be labeled negative.
The combination of X OR Y is defined as patients who have a positive result from
either X or Y will be labeled with positive. If they are positive in both X and Y tests, patients
will be labeled positive; otherwise, patients will be labeled negative.
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All the statistical characteristics of the attempted combination are listed in table 5.
The content between parenthesis marks is the definition of abnormal. Multiple cutoff points
were used for the pull test and unipodal jump. There is a tendency that OR combination
boosts sensitivity but sacrifices specificity; AND combination decreases sensitivity but
increases specificity.
The combination of unipodal jump (both sides ≤2) OR Pull test (≥2) has 89%
sensitivity and 83% specificity. The combination of unipodal jump (both sides ≤2) OR
arising of UPDRS has 83% sensitivity and 84% specificity. For the rest combinations,
either sensitivity or specificity is sacrificed to some extent. A test or scale with both
sensitivity and specificity over 80% will be fair enough to predict non-fatal medical end
points, such as falls.
Table 5: Statistical characteristics of combined clinical tests as compared to Berg Balance Scale
Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2)* OR Pull
test (≥1)
Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2) AND Pull
test (≥1)

TP = 18
FN = 0
Sens = 100%
TP = 15
FN = 4
Sens = 79%

FP = 20
TN = 26
Spec = 57%
FP = 2
TN = 43
Spec = 96%

Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2) OR Pull test
(≥2)

TP = 16
FN = 2
Sens = 89%

FP = 8
TN = 38
Spec = 83%

Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2) AND Pull
test (≥2)

TP = 9
FN = 8
Sens = 53%

FP = 0
TN = 45
Spec = 100%

Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2) AND
Arising of UPDRS

TP = 7
FN = 12
Sens =37%

FP = 0
TN = 46
Spec = 100%

Unipodal jump (both
sides ≤2) OR Arising
of UPDRS

TP = 15
FN = 3
Sens =83%

FP = 7
TN = 38
Spec = 84%

Unipodal jump (either
side ≤9) AND Feet
apart eyes closed

TP = 17
FN = 1
Sens =94%

FP = 12
TN = 34
Spec = 74%

*The content between parenthesis marks is the definition of Abnormal

PPV = 47%
NPV = 100%
PLR = 2.30 NLR = 0
PPV =88%
NPV = 92%
PLR = 17.8 NLR =
0.220
PPV = 67%
NPV = 95%
PLR = 5.11 NLR =
0.135
PPV = 100%
NPV = 85%
PLR = ∞ NLR =
0.471
PPV = 100%
NPV = 79%
PLR = ∞ NLR =
0.632
PPV = 68%
NPV = 93%
PLR =5.36 NLR =
0.197
PPV = 59%
NPV = 97%
PLR = 3.62 NLR =
0.075
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION
The critical character to determine a good screening tool is to use negative
likelihood ratio (NLR).4 !"# =

%&'()'*+*,*+'.(/*0*/*+-

. From mathematical standpoint, we are looking

for something with high sensitivity and high specificity to pursue the NLR as close to 0 as
possible. But in most cases, high sensitivity and high specificity are mutually exclusive.
For example, loosening a cutoff increases the sensitivity but decreases specificity. If a
screening tool whose specificity is lower than 50%, it would not be a good screening tool
even though the sensitivity is perfect. Specificity less than 50% means the capability to
detect true negative is less than tossing a coin, which is 50/50. Thus, it is critical to choose
a screening tool with balanced sensitivity and specificity.
This study is highly clinically relevant to focus on concurrent validity of neurological
balance assessment, using functional balance scale as gold standard. The statistical
characteristics of neurological tasks to assess fall risk is unknown. In this study, those of
which sensitivity over 95% are good tests to consider in screening process, including
stance with feet apart eyes closed, stance with feet close eyes closed, gait from BARS
(0=normal), pull test (0=normal), unipodal jump (both sides reach 10 times=normal).
Single use of them could promisingly capture 95% of true population who has fall risk,
regardless of false positive. But as a screening tool to assess fall risk, clinical practitioner
would be compromised with false positive instead of false negative if they have to choose
one. For those patients in false positive group, there is no harm because no invasive
procedure will be followed after detecting fall risk. In contrast, those people in false
negative group may be negatively affected. They may receive less medical attention of fall
prevention, leading to a fall and fall related injuries. Thus, it is acceptable to sacrifice the
specificity of screening tool and rule in all the potential fallers instead of missing patients
with fall risk.
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Of all the sensitive tasks, the pull test and unipodal jump are of the most clinical
importance. It is hard for patients with fear of falling to participate in or try their best in the
stance task with eyes closed, which impeding the capability of these tasks to differentiate
the true fall risk versus patients’ self-limitation. The gait component from the BARS is
specific to ataxia and the ceiling effect of the test might influence the result. Unipodal jump
is a task that not commonly used in elderly population because of its high demand on
strength, coordination and balance. However, it will be an excellent screening tool for
people with high physical function and also acts as a supplement to other tasks with ceiling
effect.
In order to achieve a balanced sensitivity and specificity, combined tasks analysis
was conducted from a list of candidate single tasks in this study. It is possible that the
combination of two tasks with fair sensitivity actually could become a good screening tool.
For example, if task A captures 50% of true positive and task B captures the other 50%,
the combination of A OR B will be 100% of sensitivity. However, the likelihood of such
situation is very low based on clinical situations with diversity or between subjects’
variations. The combination method in this study provides an idea for clinical practitioners
what other tasks they can perform if patient is slightly abnormal on one task. For example,
pull test (³2 as cutoff) by itself has 56% of sensitivity and 93% of specificity. But the
combination of unipodal jump (both sides £2) OR pull test (³2) has 89% of sensitivity and
83% of specificity. If a patient takes 3-5 steps to catch balance in pull test, which will be
graded as 1 by pull test grading criteria, clinical practitioners can ask them to jump on one
leg and see whether they can single leg hop 3 times on either leg. Interestingly, the NLR
of pull test (³2 as cutoff) as single task screening is the same as that of the combination,
which is 0.135.
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The combination of unipodal jump (either side ≤9 as abnormal) AND feet apart
eyes closed has best NLR among all attempted combinations, which is 0.075. To interpret,
if there is a patient who can stand with feet apart eyes closed but unable to single leg hop
10 times on neither leg, clinical practitioners are still confident to state that the his/her risk
of falling is low.
The limitation of this study is that it is a secondary study based on a dataset of
orthostatic tremor patients and their spouses. Subjects diagnosed with vestibular disease
or at a high risk of falling were excluded due to intolerance of tasks, thus the study of this
results cannot be extended to general population prone to fall. In contrast, patient with
POT rarely falls and their spousal controls are not frequent fallers, therefore the results of
this study can be applied to the population without a frequent history of fall. As a
methodological study, the sample size is relatively small and age distribution is not
normally distributed. It may more likely applicable to elderly population since the mean
age of subjects is over 65 years old.
There are not many studies on the statistical characteristics or parameters of
neurological balance assessments. Therefore, further studies in general population should
be followed, especially on pull test and unipodal jump.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION
In this study, a number of single tasks of neurological balance assessment can
screen fall risk with sensitivity ≥90%. They are stance base, stance with feet apart eyes
closed, stance with feet close eyes open, stance with feet close eyes closed, Gait in BARS
(0=normal), pull test (0=normal), unipodal jump (both sides 10 jumps=normal). The pull
test and unipodal jump are of the most clinical importance. The pull test can be used in
general patients encountered in the clinic, while unipodal jump is for high-function patients.
For the combined tasks of neurological balance assessment, both combined
unipodal jump (both sides ≤2) OR Pull test (≥2) and combined unipodal jump (both sides
≤2) OR arising of UPDRS (≥1) increase the specificity of screening method.
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Appendix A

Berg Balance Scale
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Appendix B
“Arising from chair” from UPDRS

“Pull test”, as known as postural stability assessment from MDS-UPDRS

32
“Gait” assessment from Brief Ataxia Rate Scale (BARS)
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Appendix C
Neurological exam worksheet used by neurologists in OT study

NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION
Accelerometric Recording (with comments below):

Tremor Frequency

Frontal "release" signs:
Normal
Abnormal (how many?
Test for 1. Glabellar tap, 2. Palmomental reflex 3. Snout reflex. 4. Grasp Reflex

Tremor Amplitude:
)

Ocular movements: (check for following) mark present or absent
Square wave jerks
Present
Absent
Nystagmus

Present

Absent

Visual persistence
Saccade initiation

Normal
Normal

Abnormal
Abnormal

Saccade speed

Normal

Abnormal (slow)

Facial strength: (check for smile)
Hearing was evaluated using the
CALFRAST
Calibrated Finger Rub Auditory
Normal
Screening
Soft 70 Test (CALFRAST). Results were, for the right ear:
Abnormal Strong 70
Abnormal Soft35Abnormal Strong35 Worse than 35
Dysarthria:

Present

Tone:

UPDRS Score RUE

LUE

RUE

LUE

Bradykinesia: (UPDRS) hand open and close RUE

LUE

UPDRS Hand twist and turn RUE
Tremor (score per UPDRS where possible)

LUE

Resting tremor
Postural tremorHand extended

RUE
RUE

LUE
LUE

RUE

LUE

RLE
RUE

LLE
LUE

RUE

LUE

RUE

LUE

UPDRS Fniger taps

Hand close to body
Leg stretched out
Action tremor Hand open and close
Foot up and down at ankle
Intention Tremor
(score in BARS)

Absent

UPDRS Score

Coordination: (test components below and score as normal or abnormal)
Finger-to-nose:

Normal

Abnormal

Rapid alternating hand movements:
Finger-following-finger:

Normal
Normal

Abnormal
Abnormal

Sequential finger movements:

Normal

Abnormal

Hand rhythm tapping:
Heel-to knee-shin:

Normal
Normal

Abnormal
Abnormal

Toe-following-finger:

Normal

Abnormal

Gait:
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Truncal sway or titubation while sitting/raising
Present
Raising per UPDRS

Absent

Score 0-4

Stance base

Normal

Wide

Stance with feet apart, eyes closed.

Normal

Abnormal (truncal sway, unable to do or near fall)

Stance with feet close to each other, eyes open.
Normal
Stance with feet close to each other, eyes closed.
Normal
Posture (as per UPDRS)

Abnormal
Abnormal

Score 0-4

Line of ambulation

Straight

Wavy

Arm swing

Present

Absent

Pause after turning
Tip toe walking

Present
Normal

Absent
Abnormal (Wide base, wavy gait line, side stepping)

Heels walking

Normal

Abnormal (Wide base, wavy gait line, side stepping)

Tandem walking
Normal
Abnormal (more than 1 side step in 10 step walking)
Right foot jump in place - number of jumps without falling (up to 10)
Left foot jump in place - number of jumps without falling (up to 10)
Pull test (as per UPDRS)

Score 0-4

BARS Total Score

Gait
0: Normal
1: Almost normal naturally, but unable to walk with feet in
tandem position
2: Walking without support, but clearly abnormal and irregular
3: Walking without support but with considerable staggering;
difficulties in half turn
4: Walking without support not possible; uses support of the wall
for 10-meter test.
5: Walking possible only with one cane
6: Walking possible only with two canes or with a stroller
7: Walking possible only with one accompanying person
8: Walking impossible with one accompanying person (2-person
assist; wheelchair)
Knee-tibia test (decomposition of movement and intention tremor)

Gait SCORE
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(Left and Right scored)
0: Normal
1: Lowering of heel in continuous axis, but movement is
decomposed in several phases, without real jerks, or abnormally
slow
2: Lowering jerkily in the axis
3: Lowering jerkily with lateral movements
4: Lowering jerkily with extremely long lateral movements, or test
impossible

HKS SCORE
RIGHT
LEFT

Finger-to-nose test (decomposition and dysmetria of arm and hand)
(Left and Right scored)
FNF SCORE
0: Normal
RIGHT
1: Oscillating movement of arm and/or hand without
LEFT
decomposition of the movement
2: Segmented movement in 2 phases and / or moderate dysmetria
in reaching nose
3: Segmented movement in more than 2 phases and / or
considerable dysmetria in reaching nose
4: Dysmetria preventing the patient from reaching nose
Dysarthria
0: Normal
1: Mild impairment of rate/rhythm/clarity
2: Moderate impairment of rate/rhythm/clarity
3: Severely slow and dysarthric speech
4: Speech absent or unintelligible
Oculomotor abnormalities
0: Normal
1: Slightly slowed pursuit, saccadic intrusions, hypo/hypermetric
saccade, nystagmus
2: Prominently slowed pursuit, saccadic intrusions, hypo/
hypermetric saccade, nystagmus

Speech SCORE

EOM SCORE

